GN 4800

Increased productivity.
Desk and IP telephony.
The GN 4800 is an innovative office headset that provides seamless integration between your PC and
traditional telephone. Use it to create your personal workspace and be more productive — work hands
free, listen to streaming music and use the telephone — all with a single headset. It also provides a
smooth migration path to IP telephony making it a future-proof investment.

GN 4800 Hi-Fi

•
•
•
•
•

Increased productivity and job satisfaction in a noisy work environment
One headset for streaming music and telephony
Future proof IP telephony investment
Never miss another call
Choice between hi-fi stereo and wideband stereo quality headsets

In today’s open office environments, unwanted noise can decrease productivity by up to 20%.* Not
surprisingly, more and more employees are streaming music to block out the sounds of photocopiers,
loud colleagues and other annoyances. That means when a call comes in, people take off their
headphones and pick up the handset, assuming they hear their telephone ring at all. The GN 4800
solves all these problems by seamlessly integrating computer applications and telephony as well as
providing the freedom of working hands free all the time.
The GN 4800 is available with two different headsets
GN 4800 Hi-Fi provides high-fidelity stereo audio performance and has a noise-canceling microphone
for crystal clear communications in noisy working environments. Also offered is the durable, dual-use
GN 4800 Wideband with true IP bandwidth (150-6800Hz) and solid stereo quality.
The GN 4800 is true plug ‘n’ play and it is Microsoft Windows® compliant.
GN 4800 Wideband
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GN 4800
Features

Benefits

Seamless integration of traditional and
IP telephony applications

No need to replace the GN 4800 when migrating to IP telephony makes it a future
proof investment.

Music and telephony in one headset

A single headset for both. Never miss a call again.

Stereo sound (hi-fi or wideband quality)

High-quality stereo sound allows users to block out unwanted noise in the workplace and
focus on the task at hand.

Ring-tone detection

Automatic switching from PC to telephone mode if there’s an incoming call.

PC power off sensing

Automaticly switches to telephone mode when the computer is shut down.

Headset/handset switch

Easily switch to handset use when needed.

Mute function

The easy access mute button on the cord lets you block the transmission of your voice to
consult with others while on the phone.

Wearing style

Over-the-head stereo headset provides a comfortable fit for all-day use.

PeakStop TM technology – max. 118 dB SPL (RMS)
according to UL-60950-1

Protection against sudden, loud sound spikes coming across the telephone network.

Installation

Easy plug ‘n’ play installation.

Compatible with:
• Traditional telephones
• PC/Macintosh
• Microsoft Windows ®

Works with most computer systems and most telephones that support direct-connect
headsets.

2 variants
• GN 4800 Hi-Fi

Microphone type:
Noise-canceling, filters out unwanted background noise.
Sound quality:
Full listening pleasure with true hi-fi stereo quality (80-15,000 Hz).

• GN 4800 Wideband

Microphone type:
Omnidirectional microphone
Sound quality:
True IP telephony bandwidth with stereo quality listening (150-6800Hz).

* Evans, G. W. and Johnson D., “Stress and open office noise” Journal of applied Psychology, 2000 Oct. p. 779-785
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